ELEAGUE | Road to the Boston Major
Continues Friday, Feb. 16, at 10:30 p.m. ET/PT
on TBS
Wednesday, February 14, 2018
ELEAGUE, the premium esports content and live tournament brand from Turner and IMG, will continue
telling the stories of six elite Counter-Strike: Global Oﬀensive teams as ELEAGUE | Road to the Boston
Major returns with an all-new episode Friday, Feb. 16, at 10:30 p.m. ET/PT on TBS. The ﬁve-part
documentary series provides in-depth looks at player and team dynamics as it follows each squad
throughout their training for and competition at The ELEAGUE Major: Boston.
A preview of the second episode – The New Challengers – is available here.
The second installment will focus on the New Challengers stage of the Major, as the top teams from
regional tournaments around the world take on teams from the previous Major, including Cloud9,
FaZe Clan, Mousesports and Renegades. The hour-long show will convey the intensity and
concentration needed to take on unfamiliar opponents and advance at the game’s highest level,
providing access to previously unseen pre-match rituals and capturing the crucial team moments
within and outside the game.
Road to the Boston Major will then continue with the third episode on Friday, Feb. 23, at 10 p.m.
ET/PT on TBS.
About ELEAGUE
ELEAGUE – formed in partnership between Turner and IMG – is a premium esports content and live
tournament brand that has aligned with some of the most popular esports titles in the business through
its ﬁrst two years: Counter-Strike: Global Oﬀensive – including having hosted two Major Championships
– Overwatch®, Street Fighter® V, Dota 2, Injustice 2, Rocket League and Formula E. With a focus on
innovative production capabilities, storytelling and exploring compelling narratives surrounding star
teams and players, ELEAGUE has generated record levels of engagement with its content and positive
reaction throughout the esports community since its launch in 2016.
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